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0. Introduction. This paper extends some results from [1] and applies them

to certain transformations of the unit interval. §§2-4 are concerned with symbolic

dynamics and §§5-6 are concerned with their application to the proof of our main

theorem which states sufficient conditions for a piecewise continuous transfor-

mation of the unit interval to be conjugate to a (uniformly) piecewise linear

transformation.

The main result includes a classical theorem of Poincaré-Denjoy [2] on homeo-

morphisms of the circle onto itself. It also provides a partial answer to a question

of Ulam's [3] concerning the possibility of piecewise linearising continuous

transformations of the unit interval. This problem was also mentioned by Stein

and Ulam in [4], together with the remark that necessary conditions can be

given in terms of the trees of points, but that no meaningful sufficient conditions

are known. In the same work a few special examples are examined. Our main

theorem also has a bearing on certain transformations discussed by Rényi [5].

In §§2-4 we consider the shift transformation acting on a compact invariant

subset of the space of one-way infinite sequences of symbols chosen from a finite

set. The shift transformation on such a set is continuous but not necessarily open.

If X, T are the compact invariant set and the shift transformation, respectively,

we refer to (X, T) as a symbolic dynamical system [6]. For a symbolic dynamical

system (X, T) we define a number called the absolute entropyO) which dominates

the entropy of T with respect to each normalised T invariant Borel measure,

and show that if T is regionally transitive then there is always one invariant

measure with respect to which the entropy of T equals the absolute entropy of T.

When T is open, (or equivalently, when (X, T) is an intrinsic Markov chain) this

"maximal" measure is unique. A further theorem states that, under certain

conditions, there exists a normalised Borel measure with respect to which T acts

in a "linear" fashion.

In §§5-6 we apply this latter theorem to certain transformations of the unit

interval and obtain our main result, Theorem 5.
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(») For such systems the absolute entropy and the topological entropy of Adler,Konheim

and McAndrew [7] can be shown to coincide.
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1. Definitions. Let X0 = [}"= oZ„ where Z„ = Z = (0,1,• • •,s) (s=l). We

consider X0 as a topological space endowed with the compact metric totally

disconnected product topology which arises from the discrete topology on Z.

Let T0 denote the shift transformation T0x = x' where x = {Z„(x)}, x' = {Z„(x')},

Z„(x') = Zn+y(x). By a symbolic dynamical system we mean a pair (X, T) where

X is a compact T0 invariant (T0X = X) subset of X0 and T is the restriction of

T0 to X. We shall be interested in normalised Borel measures defined on the

Borel field generated by cylinders of X. A cylinder of X0 is a set of the form

C = {x: Z;(x) = fl,., Oiii^n} = (a0,---,a„).

A cylinder of X is a set of the form C C\ X where C is a cylinder of X0. We

assume, as we may, that the cylinders (O^-^ are not empty for i = 0,l,---,s.

An important property of the relative topology of X is that cylinders are both

open and closed. T is continuous but not necessarily open.

We shall always impose the following condition of regional transitivity on

(X,T):
(1.1) For every pair of nonempty cylinders C, D of X there exists an integer

n such that

T"C OD # 0 or equivalent^ C n T~"D ¿ 0.

Condition (1.1) is satisfied if:

(1.2) For every nonempty cylinder C of X

CO

U T"C = X.
n=0

One can prove that (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent when T is open.

Let X' be the unit interval with or without each end point. Let

0 = a0 < ay < ■■■ < as+1 = 1

(s — 1) and A'(i) = (a¡,a¡+y) and let T' be a transformation of X' onto itself

such that for each i = 0, l,---,s, T is either strictly increasing and continuous

on A'if) or strictly decreasing and continuous on A'if). Suppose also that T is

continuous from the right at 0 if OeX', continuous from the left at 1 if 1 eX'

and at each a¡, T' is either continuous from the left or continuous from the right.

T' is then called a piecewise monotonie transformation of X' onto itself.

A piecewise monotonie transformation T' is called uniformly piecewise linear

if there exists ß = 1, {a,} such that

T'(x) = a¡ ± ßx'   for   x'eA'(i)

and the sign involved is constant for each i = 0,1, ■■-,s.

A transformation T is called strongly transitive if for every nonempty open set

U there exists an integer m such that
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\JT'"U = X'.
n = 0

Two transformations S', T of A" onto itself are said to be conjugate if there

exists a homeomorphism ep of A" onto itself such that

S' = ebT'ep-1.

2. Intrinsic Markov chains. A symbolic dynamical system (X, T) is said to be

an intrinsic Markov chain of order r if the following condition is satisfied:

(2.1) If iao,-,an)nXï0 (n^r) and (a„_,+ 1 -a„a„+l) C.X Ï 0 implies

(«o--a„-,+ i —a„a„+1) C.X ±0.

Before stating our result concerning intrinsic Markov chains we prove the

following.

Theorem 1. A symbolic dynamical system (X, T) is an intrinsic Markov

chain if and only if T is open.

Proof. Suppose (X,T) is an intrinsic Markov chain of order r and let

(a0,---,an) nX i= 0 where tt^r. It will suffice to show that T[(a0---an) r\X]

= (fli •" an) n X. Obviously T [(a0 ■■■ a„) C\X]ezz (a¡ ■-■ a„) C\X. Suppose

xe(ax •••fl„) OX; we have to show that there exists a point ye(a0---a„) C\X

with Ty = x, or in other words, that a0 ■■■ a„--- eX if x = aya2---an---.

But ia0---a„) O X # 0 and x eioy---an+¡) n X i= 0. Consequently

r_'xe(fl„.,+1 •-■a„+y) C\X # 0 and since CX,T) is an intrinsic Markov chain

of order r we have ia0---an+l) C.X 5¿ 0. Repeating this argument indefinitely

we have, for every k, ia0---ak) ni =£ 0 and the point y = a0---anan+1 ••• eX

where x = aua2 ■■■.

Suppose the shift transformation T of X onto itself is open. We first show that

every point x = a0Uy ••• e X belongs to a cylinder (íi0 ■•• «„) such that;

(2.2) T[ia0-an)nX] = ial-an)r.X.

Quite generally one can show that

T[ia0-a„)nX] = iay-an)nT[ia0)nX].

Obviously TxeT[ia0) C\X] and the latter is open. We have to show that

X n ioy ••• a„) cz T[ia0) C\X] for some n. If this were not true then the decreasing

sequence of nonempty closed sets X Pi (a, •••£/„) — T[(a0) C\X] would have

a nonempty intersection, and this is impossible since the only point in all the sets

X n(a! •••o„) is Tx and this point belongs to T[ia0) r\X].

For each point xeX let S(x) denote the nonempty cylinder ia0---a„) C\X of

smallest length which satisfies (2.2). Since X is compact a finite number of

the cynliders S(x) will cover X. If X n (a0 ••• an) jt 0 satisfies (2.2) and
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X n(aQ---a„+k) j= 0 then Xr\(a0---an+k) satisfies (2.2). Therefore there exists a

smallest integer n such that X can be partitioned into a seta8 of nonempty cyl-

inders X C\(a0-- an) of the same length n each satisfying (2.2). It follows from

this that for every CeífP, TC is a disjoint union of sets from 0>. This property

will ensure that (X, T) is an intrinsic Markov chain of order (n + 1).

3. Maximal measures for intrinsic Markov chains. Let p be a normalised

invariant measure for a symbolic dynamical system (X, T). The entropy of T with

respect to p is defined as

/i,(T) = lim-llp(C) logp(C)
n-»oo "

where the summation is over cylinders of length n. The absolute entropy of T

is defined as

e(T) = lim— log 0(n)
n-»oo    "

where 6(n) is the number of nonempty cylinders of X of length n. It is easy to

verify that for all normalised invariant measures p

(3.1) K(T) = e(T).

Theorem 2 [1]. // (X, T) is a regionally transitive intrinsic Markov chain

of order r then there exists one and only one normalised Borel invariant measure

p such that e(T) = rt„(T). With respect to p, (X, T) is a multiple Markov chain of

order r and the regional transitivity ensures that T is ergodic with respect to p.

Moreover, there exists a normalised measure p equivalent to pand a number

ß > 1 (in fact, e(T) = logß) such that for all cylinders C of X, pTC = ßpC. The

measures p, p are nonatomic and are positive on nonempty cylinders of X.

We are interested in extending the above theorem to the case where (X, T)

is not intrinsically Markovian, i.e. to the case where Tis not open. The theorems

which follow only partially solve this problem.

Theorem 3. // (X, T) is a regionally transitive symbolic dynamical system

then there exists a normalised Borel invariant measure p (with respect to which

T is ergodic) such that

h„(T) = e(T).

Proof. We omit the proof that T is ergodic with respect to some maximal

measure but remark that this can be shown by decomposing a maximal measure

into its ergodic parts and using the affinity of hp(T) as a function of p [8, p. 183].

Let X„ = {xeX0: (Zk(x)---Zk+„(x)) nX ¥= 0 for all A:}. We consider the

symbolic dynamical systems (X„, T„), where T„ is the restriction of T to Xn. It is

easily verified that the sets X„ ate compact and T„ invariant. Moreover, by con-
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struction, (X„, Tn) is a regionally transitive intrinsic Markov chain of order «,

Xnzz>Xn + landf)nXn = X.

It is easy to show that e(T„) = e(Tn + 1) = eCT), and in fact that e(T„) -» eCT).

A well-known formula [9] for rt„(T„) is

hll(Tn) = H(^n\\/Tn-yn)j

where sin is the partition (0) C\Xn, (l) C\Xn,-~,(s) C\Xn.

Let p be a limit point of the maximal measures pn, defined by Theorem 2 for

the systems (Xn, T„), on the dual space of the space of continuous functions on X0.

Then there exists a sequence of integers m(n) such thatforallcontinuous functions

f(x) defined on X0

J fix)dpm(n)->  I  fix)dp,

and since characteristic functions of cylinders arc continuous we have

/<m(„)(C)->p(C)

for all cylinders C of X0. It is clear that p is concentrated on X since p(C) = 0

for cylinders C of X0 such that C C\X = 0.

Choose s > 0 and k = fc(e), n = n(k) so that

hßiT)= Hß(s/\T-ls/\J ■■■ VT_\0-E

= ff„(.j/0 V - V T0-V0) - H„(^0 V •- V T^~ky0) - a

^ ^„(^o V - V Wo) - njrfyy V ••• V T^-^o) - 2e.

Here we have used the continuity of H as a function of normalised measures and

the facts that pn,p are concentrated on Xn,X respectively.

Hence

«„(T) = H^s/o | T0- V0 V - V T "V0) - 2e

= «.„(TJ-26

=  eiTn)-2B^eiT)-2s.

Since £ > 0 is arbitrary we have «„(T) ^ e(T) and the reverse inequality follows

from (3.1). For a similar computation cf. [8], [10].

4. Linearisation of (X, T). In this section we replace regional transitivity by

the condition (1.2) and give sufficient conditions in order that there exists a nor-

malised Borel measure p on X and a number ß—l such that pTC = ßpC for
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cylinders C of X. We say that T is open at x if there exists a cylinder (a0 •••an) O X

of X containing x such that T [(a0--- a„) nZ] = (ay •••«„) CiX.

Theorem 4. If (X,T) isa symbolic dynamical system satisfying (1.2) such that

T is open at all but a countable number of points, and if in case e(T) = 0 none of

the exceptional points, where T is not open, are periodic, then there exists a

nonatomic normalised Borel measure p which is positive on nonempty cylinders

of X and a number ß 5; 1 such that pTC = ßpCfor all nonempty cylinders C of X.

Proof. Let (X„, T„) be the systems defined in the proof of Theorem 3, then

X„ ZD Xn + 1 and p)„/V„ = X. Let p,„ß„ be the measures and numbers defined by

Theorem 2 such that

PnT„C = ßnpnC

for cylinders C of X„. Let /? = lim„_00/)n ̂  1 i.e. e(T) = logß. Let p be a limit

point of the sequence {p„} in the dual space of the space of continuous functions

on X0. Again p is concentrated on X. We show that pTC = ßpC for all cylinders

C of X. If T is open at x — a0 ••• ak ••• at ••■ then there exists an integer k

such that T[(a0 ••• a¡) n X] = (ci, ••• a,) n X if / = k. It follows also that

T[(a0 ■■■ a¡) n X„~] = (ay ■■■ a,) n Xn   for   all   n ^ 0.   Choose  / £fc,   then

pT[{a0 ■■■ a,) nl] = p(ay -a,)nX = p(ciy ■■■ a¡)

= limp„[(ay -a¡) n X„~\ = limp„T[(a0 ••• a,) n X„]

= limßnPn[(a0-al)OXn]=ßp[(aQ--al)nX].

If the countable exceptional set where T is not open has p measure zero then

the theorem is proved. If this set has positive measure then there exists a point x

such that p{x} > 0. One can show by a similar technique to the above that for

any point x, p{Tx} 2: ßp{x}. Consequently ß = 1 and e(T) = 0 if p{x} > 0 for

some x, and any such point x is periodic. The hypothesis of the theorem implies,

therefore, that no atoms exist among the exceptional points. Hence pTC = ßpC

for all cylinders C of X. From this it follows that no atoms whatsoever exist, for

otherwise we would contradict (1.2). Finally, should p(C) = 0 for some nonempty

cylinder C of X we would have pT"C = 0 for n = 0, l,---and p(X)= I/^opT"C = 0.

5. Main theorem. Let 7" be a strongly transitive piecewise monotone trans-

formation of the unit interval X' onto itself. Let A'(i) be the open intervals

(a¡, aí+y) on which T' is monotone and continuous.

Let A/ be the smallest T' invariant set containing S = {d,-} n y'. Then

OO 00

N=   \J   T'~'"   [JT^S
m = 0 n = 0

is countable.
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For each x' eX' — N define

c6(x') = x0,x1,..-

where T'"(x')eA'(xn), n = 0,1,•••. The set cb(X' - N) of sequences of integers

chosen from Z = (0,1, --..s) is a subset of

00

xo = Il zn   where   z« = z»     n = 0,l,---.
n=0

cb is a one-one map of X' — N into X0. For otherwise, if x'<y' and cb(x') = cb(y')

then for each n, T'"(x',y') c A'(xn) = A'(y„), since T' is monotone on each A'(i),

and consequently {J™=0T'"(x',y') cz \Jf=0A'(i) ¥= X', which contradicts the

strong transitivity of T".

We consider X0 as a topological space endowed with the compact metric

totally disconnected product topology which arises from the discrete topology on

Z. Let X denote the closure of eb(X' — N) in X0.

We say that a finite sequence b0, by,---,bn is allowable if it begins some sequence

in cb(X' — N). It is not difficult to see that X is the set of sequences b0,bu--- such

that for every n, b0, ■■■,bn, is allowable. We denote by T0 the shift transformation

of X0 onto itself. Evidently, T0cb(X' - N) = cb(X' - N), T0X = X and T0cb(x')

= cbT(x) for x'eX' - N. Let T denote the restriction of T0 to X.

Lemma 1.

(i)  X - cb(X' - N) is countable.

(ii) For every nonempty cylinder C of X there exists an integer m such that

m

[J T-C = X.
11=0

(iii) T is open at all points x e eb(X' — N) i.e. T is open at all but a countable

number of points.

Proof, (i) Suppose xeX - ep(X' — N), x = x0,Xy,•■■ then for each integer m

m

(5.1) /«= fi   T'-nA'(x„)¿0
n=0

and either

(5.2) f\r-'A'ixB) = 0
n = ü

or it contains a single point in N. The latter can happen only a countable number

of times. Let M denote the set of sequences x for which (5.1) and (5.2) hold.

Each set /,„ is an open interval

Im = (am,bm).
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Since (5.2) holds, there is a least integer m0 such that either

(5.3) am = ama   for   m = m0

orj

(5.4) bm = bmo   for   m^m0.

We associate with x the symbol (x0, Xy, ■■-, xmo; +) if (5.3) holds and

(x0,Xy, •■-,xmn; — ) if (5.4) holds. This association is one-one and therefore M is

countable.

(ii) LetC=(bo,"-b„)nX#0andt/ = f^o T'~kA'(bk). Since T' is strongly

transitive, there exists an integer m such that

m

Mr'i/ = a".

Therefore

m m

M T*</>(^ - N) -   M </>T''((/ - AT) mm efr(X' - IV)
Ik S 0 k = 0

i.e.

\J TkC = ^(X' -N) = X.
k = e>

(iii)If xeep(X' — N), x = x,x2 ••• = eb(x'),  x'eX'—N then we can choose

«i so large that

T'A'ixf) zz> A'ixy) O r ""U'fo) O ••• n T''mA'ixm)

since T'x' is interior to the open set T'y4'(x0).

Therefore

7" H T'-"A'ix„)     = f]T'--'xA'ix„)

and

(5.5) T' [fl T'~niA'ix„)-N)]   = H T'-"+1(/l'(x„)-7V).
Ln=0 J n=l

If we apply eb to each side of (5.5) we get

T[(x0-xJ nebiX' - N)] = (x, -xm) n</;(A" - N)

and

T[(r0".jjnx] = (x,...vjnx

i.e., T is open at each x e ef>iX' — N).
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Theorem 5. Let T be a strongly transitive piecewise monotone transformation

of X' onto itself.

If either

(i)   T'A'(i) n T'A'ij) # 0for some i # j or

(ii) T'A'(i) n T'A'(j) = 0for all i,j = 0,l,---,s (i^j) and T' has no periodic

points then T is conjugate to a uniformly piecewise linear transformation.

Proof. If (i) is satisfied then T has at least two inverse images for each point

of an open interval. Since a finite number m of iterates of this interval cover

A", T'm has at least two inverse images for all points of A". As Tm will have the

same property it follows easily that

me(T) = e(Tm) = log 2.

Consequently, either e(T) > 0 or (ii) is satisfied.

Therefore the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Let p be the measure

defined by Theorem 4. Since p is nonatomic and X — cb(X' — N) is countable

we can regard p as a measure on cb(X'-N). Let p' be the measure defined on

Borel subsets of X' by p'(E) = pcp(E — N), then p' is a nonatomic measure which

is positive on nonempty open subsets of X' and

p'T'(E) = ßp'(E)

for each Borel subset E of A'(i), i = 0, •■•,s.

Let ib(x') = p'[0, x'], x'e X' then \b is a homeomorphism of X' onto itself and

lib(E) = p'(E)

where / is Lebesgue measure.

Let S'(x') = \j/T'ib'\x') then

IS'(E) = l\¡jT'ib-\E) = p'T'\¡,-\E)

(5.6) = ßp'ib-\E)     (ifib-1(E)czA'(i))

= ßl(E)     (if E c ipA'(i)).

Since S' is homeomorphic with T', S' is a piecewise monotone transformation

and on each interval ibA'(i), S' is linear by (5.6). Therefore, there exist œ0,---,a

such that

S'(x') = a(±pV,       x'eibA'(i)

i.e.,

S' is piecewise linear.
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6. Applications.

Corollary 1 (Poincaré-Denjoy). If T is a homeomorphism of the circle X'

onto itself such that for each open set

00

(6.1) \JT'"U = X'

then T is conjugate to et translation of X'.

Proof. The circle is homeomorphic to the unit interval [0,1) with end points

identified. The compactness of the circle and the absence of periodic points (which

follows from (6.1)), implies the conditions of Theorem 5.

Let A" = [0,1) and let / be a strictly increasing continuous function with

domain [0,0 (t > 1) and range X' and let

(6.2) T'(x') = (/"1x)

where (y) = y — [y] is the fractional part of y. These transformations were

discussed by Rényi [5], and the uniformly piecewise linear transformations

S' of this type arise from functions / of the form

/(*')= j,  ß>l  iO = x'<ß),

(6.3)
S'(x') - (fix').

Corollary 2. If T' is a strongly transitive transformation of type id.2) (for

example if f is differentiable and 0 <f'(x)<l, [5]) then T' is conjugate to a

transformation of type (6.3).

Proof. Condition (i) of Theorem 5 is satisfied. Rényi has proved the existence

of a normalised measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure which is preserved by

the transformation (6.3). In [11] and [12] its explicit form is given. It follows,

therefore, that strongly transitive transformations of type (6.2) preserve a con-

tinuous measure which is positive on open sets.

Corollary 3. If T' is a strongly transitive continuous transformation of the

unit interval (with or without each end point) with only a finite number of maxima,

and minima, then T is conjugate to a continuous uniformly piecewise linear

transformation.

Proof. For T' to be strongly transitive it is necessary that there beat least one

turning point. Consequently, condition (i) of Theorem 5 is satisfied.

This corollary answers, partially, a question of Ulam's [3], who states that it

might be of importance in the study of iterations of functions of a real variable.
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